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Precision studies for top quark physics are a cornerstone of the Large Hadron Collider program.
Polarization, probed through decay kinematics, provides a unique tool to scrutinize the top quark
across its various production modes and to explore potential new physics effects. However, the top
quark most often decays hadronically, for which unambiguous identification of its decay products
sensitive to top quark polarization is not possible. In this Letter, we introduce a jet flavor tagging
method to significantly improve spin analyzing power in hadronic decays, going beyond exclusive
kinematic information employed in previous studies. We provide parametric estimates of the im-
provement from flavor tagging with any set of measured observables and demonstrate this in practice
on simulated data using a Graph Neural Network (GNN). We find that the spin analyzing power
in hadronic decays can improve by approximately 20% (40%) compared to the kinematic approach,
assuming an efficiency of 0.5 (0.2) for the network.

I. Introduction

As the most massive fundamental particle, the top quark
is especially sensitive to physics at the weak scale and
beyond through its large Yukawa coupling [1–9]. Fur-
thermore, its mass plays a crucial role in the stability of
the universe [10, 11]. When studying top quark physics,
polarization is a valuable tool. Since the top quark decays
before it hadronizes and before depolarization by soft
QCD takes place, its polarization can be probed through
the kinematics of its decays. This unique perspective on
top quark production, viewing it not just as a raw rate
but as a collection of distinct polarized processes, has
been repeatedly leveraged in new physics searches across
the leading production channels for top quark at the LHC
(tt̄, single-top, tt̄W , and tt̄Z) [12–26], studies of spin cor-
relations in tt̄ production [27–34], and more recently in
the observation of entanglement in tt̄ production [35–47].

However, most of these studies have focused on its lep-
tonic decays, where the charged lepton from the subse-
quent W boson decay is perfectly correlated with the
spin of the top quark [48]. Experimentally observing
electrons or muons is very clean, allowing for precise
measurements. However, top quark pairs only decay
to electrons and muons about 5% of the time, lead-
ing to a significant statistical limitation. In contrast,
top quark pairs decay hadronically or semi-leptonically
nearly 95% of the time. In particular, this allows for
further exploration of the phenomenologically motivated
highly boosted regime [43], but it comes at the cost of
a more challenging final state to analyze. While, in a
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hadronic decay, the down-type quark from subsequent
W decay is perfectly correlated with the spin of the top
quark, subsequent parton showering and hadronization
wash away any unambiguous identification of the down
quark.1

In this Letter, we explore jet flavor discrimination ob-
servables to improve sensitivity to top quark polariza-
tion in its hadronic decays. This problem has a long his-
tory [49], with significant improvement in spin resolving
power identified in Ref. [50]. Due to the left-handed na-
ture of the weak decay of the top quark, the probabilities
that the down-type quark from W decay is the harder
or softer jet are not equal. Thus, using a probability-
weighted vector enhances sensitivity to top quark polar-
ization. This optimal direction, which relies solely on
kinematic information about the jets, is given by

q⃗ kin
opt = p(d → qhard|cW )q̂hard + p(d → qsoft|cW )q̂soft , (1)

where cW is the cosine of the helicity angle, the angle
between the down-type quark and the opposite direction

of the bottom quark (ẑ = −b̂) from the top decay, in the
frame of the W boson. q̂hard (q̂soft) is the unit vector in
the direction of the harder (softer) of the two jets from
W boson decay in the rest frame of the top quark. The
length of this vector is a measure of the spin analyzing
power, which was evaluated at leading order to be β kin

opt ≡
⟨|q⃗ kin

opt |⟩ ≈ 0.64, averaged over the helicity angle.

Of course, there are many more qualities of up-type
and down-type jets that differ than just their kinematic
distributions, such as their jet charges [51–54], or their

1 While top quarks are not polarized in tt̄ production at the LHC
due to its QCD dominated nature, they display spin correlations.
In spin correlation studies, the down-type jet can serve as a proxy
for the top quark’s spin.
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hadronic particle content. Ignoring this information po-
tentially misses out on significant improvements to the
spin analyzing power. There has been speculation in the
literature that the improvement from using additional
information would be mild [50, 55], but no study of its
effect has ever been completed to validate or refute this
assumption. Here, we address this question directly, in-
cluding myriad information beyond just jet kinematics
for flavor tagging, establishing a spin analyzing power
substantially better than that from Ref. [50]. While we
will merely assume that jet flavor is well-defined and cor-
responds to that of the initiating particle from a leading-
order parton shower simulation, there have been signif-
icant developments in establishing robust and theoreti-
cally well-defined jet flavor definitions recently [56–61].

II. Theoretical framework
Because of its short lifetime, the top quark decays before
it hadronizes and spin decorrelations effects occur [28,
62]. This ensures that the final states of the top quark
are correlated with its polarization axis as

1

Γ

dΓ

d cos θi
=

1

2
(1 + βip cos θi) , (2)

where Γ represents the partial decay width, θi is the an-
gle between the final state particle i and top quark spin
axis in the top quark rest frame, p denotes the degree of
polarization of the ensemble, and βi is the spin analyzing
power for the decay product i [48]. The spin analyzing
power is maximal for charged leptons and down quarks,
βℓ+,d̄ = 1. However, tagging a d-quark in a collider en-
vironment is challenging. One possible solution is to use
the softest of the two light jets from the top decay in the
top quark rest frame, which yields βsoft ≃ 0.5 [49]. This
can be improved by using the direction defined in Eq. (1)
as a proxy for the d-quark, leading to β kin

opt ≃ 0.64 [50].
To improve the hadronic top polarimetry, we first es-

tablish a parametric estimate for the increase of the spin
analyzing power due to the measurement of a collection
of non-kinematic observables {O} – such as jet charge,
particle multiplicity, or the like – in addition to the he-
licity angle. Without oracle knowledge of which subjet
corresponds to the down quark, the direction most sen-
sitive to the polarization of the top quark is now

q⃗opt = p(d → qhard|cW , {O}) q̂hard (3)

+ p(d → qsoft|cW , {O}) q̂soft .

We will assume that these non-kinematic observables are
independent of the kinematics of the jets, which is a good
approximation because the jets are produced from on-
shell decay of the W boson in the narrow-width approxi-
mation and so their dynamics are Lorentz-invariant. For
simplicity of resulting expressions, we will work with the
squared-length of this vector as a measure of the sensi-
tivity to the top quark’s polarization, where

|q⃗opt|2 = 1− 2p(d → qhard|cW , {O})p(d → qsoft|cW , {O})
× (1− q̂hard · q̂soft) . (4)

The dot product of the two unit vectors, q̂hard · q̂soft, is
exclusively a function of the helicity angle, because in the
top quark rest frame, the W boson has a fixed energy.
However, the prefactor product of probabilities will be
modified from its exclusively kinematic form identified in
Ref. [50].

Using the definition of conditional probability, we have

p(d → qhard|cW , {O}) = p(d → qhard, {O}|cW )

p({O}|cW )
, (5)

where the denominator can be expressed as

p({O}|cW ) = p({O}|d → qhard)p(d → qhard|cW ) (6)

+ p({O}|d → qsoft)p(d → qsoft|cW ) .

Using the assumption that the observables {O} are in-
dependent of the helicity angle, the numerator can be
expressed as

p(d → qhard, {O}|cW ) = p({O}|d → qhard)p(d → qhard|cW ).
(7)

With these results, the squared length of the optimal
polarization vector can be written as

|q⃗opt|2 = 1− 2LO p(d → qhard|cW )p(d → qsoft|cW )

(p(d → qhard|cW ) + LOp(d → qsoft|cW ))
2

× (1− q̂hard · q̂soft) . (8)

Here, LO is the likelihood ratio of the non-kinematic ob-
servables:

LO ≡ p({O}|d → qsoft)

p({O}|d → qhard)
. (9)

Now, we would like to compare this squared length
with the case where no additional observables {O}
are measured. To do this, we will integrate over the
non-kinematic observables, defining the average squared
length still dependent on the helicity angle, as

⟨|q⃗opt|2⟩O =

∫
dLO p(LO) |q⃗opt|2 . (10)

Note that the probability distribution of the likelihood is

p(LO) = p(LO|d → qhard) (11)

× [p(d → qhard|cW ) + LOp(d → qsoft|cW )] ,

using the definition of the likelihood. The squared opti-
mal vector length, averaged over observables, is then
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⟨|q⃗opt|2⟩O = 1− 2p(d → qhard|cW )p(d → qsoft|cW ) (1− q̂hard · q̂soft) (12)

×

[
p(d → qhard|cW )

∫
dLO

LO p(LO|d → qhard)

(p(d → qhard|cW ) + LOp(d → qsoft|cW ))
2

+ p(d → qsoft|cW )

∫
dLO

L2
O p(LO|d → qhard)

(p(d → qhard|cW ) + LOp(d → qsoft|cW ))
2

]
.

Progress can be made on actually evaluating this in-
tegral with no more assumptions on the structure of the
probability p(LO). First, we note that because p(LO)
and p(LO|d → qhard) are both normalized, the mean
value of p(LO|d → qhard) is 1:∫

dLO p(LO|d → qhard)LO = 1 . (13)

Then, we can express the probability in a moment ex-
pansion as (see, e.g., Ref. [54])

p(LO|d → qhard) = δ(LO − 1) +
σ2

2
δ′′(LO − 1) + · · · ,

(14)

where higher central moments are implicit in the ellipses.
Here, σ2 is the variance of p(LO|d → qhard) which is
necessarily non-negative. Using this expansion, we can
then perform the integral in Eq. (12):

⟨|q⃗opt|2⟩O = 1 (15)

− 2 p(d → qhard|cW )p(d → qsoft|cW ) (1− q̂hard · q̂soft)
+ 2σ2 p(d → qhard|cW )2p(d → qsoft|cW )2 (1− q̂hard · q̂soft)
+ · · · .

Note that the first and second lines on the right-hand side
of this expression are the squared optimal vector length
only measuring the helicity angle cW . The third line
includes the effect of making additional non-kinematic
measurements, and is explicitly positive, demonstrating
that additional measurements necessarily improve the
polarimeter.
To concretely determine the size of improvement, we

can further integrate over helicity angle cW , given the
expressions for the probabilities from leading-order top
quark decay [43, 50]. With the PDG values for the top,
bottom, and W masses [62], we find the following expan-
sion as a measure of the spin analyzing power2√

⟨|q⃗opt|2⟩ ≈ 0.643 + 0.163σ2 + · · · . (16)

2 We note that
√

⟨|q⃗ kin
opt |2⟩ ≈ 0.643 is ever so slightly larger than

the mean spin resolving power, ⟨|q⃗ kin
opt |⟩ ≈ 0.640.

That is, the top quark spin resolving power can be im-
proved beyond the result of Ref. [50] by at least 10% of
the variance of the likelihood distribution from the mea-
surement of non-kinematic observables. In general, we
expect that the distribution p(LO|d → qhard) is peaked
around LO = 0, with a tail extending to large values of
LO, such that the mean is 1. As such, the variance of
this distribution can be relatively large compared to the
mean, σ2 ∼ 1, so we expect that by making additional
measurements, the spin analyzing power in hadronic top
decays can approach or even exceed 0.8.

Motivated by the potential improvements shown in this
analytical derivation, we will demonstrate how a realistic
analysis can incorporate attainable observables to probe
the hadronic top quark polarization. To achieve this, we
will leverage the capabilities of machine learning tech-
niques.

III. Analysis
In this analysis, we aim to access the improvements on
hadronic top quark polarimetry by going beyond the pro-
cedure presented in Eq. (1), which accounts for the kine-
matics for the two light subjets from the top quark decay.
To achieve this, we will perform two additional calcula-
tions. First, we will compute the spin analyzing power
using the kinematic features of the three subjets from
the hadronic top quark, using a Deep Neural Network
(DNN). Since the leading kinematic features are encoded
in Eq. (1), we expect this approach to yield results sim-
ilar to those obtained from this equation. We will con-
trast this calculation with an analysis that further ex-
plores the jet substructure, including additional informa-
tion from the constituents of the subjets, such as kine-
matics, charges, and particle identification (PID) when
realistically attainable, using a Graph Neural Network
(GNN).

We started the analysis by generating three samples for
semi-leptonic top pair production, pp → tt̄ → ℓ±ν2b2j
within the Standard Model at the

√
s = 14 TeV LHC,

where ℓ± = e± or µ±, using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [63,
64]. We use NNPDF2.3QED for parton distribution func-
tion [65], setting the factorization and renormalization

scales to µF = µR =
(√

m2
t + p2Tt +

√
m2

t + p2T t̄

)
/2.

The first two samples were generated with left and right-
handed polarized hadronic top quarks. The third sample
was generated with unpolarized top quarks. No kine-
matic selections on the final state particles were applied
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Variable Definition

∆ηt difference in pseudorapidity between

the particle and the top jet axis

∆ϕt difference in azimuthal angle between

the particle and the top jet axis

∆ηj difference in pseudorapidity between

the particle and the subjet axis

∆ϕj difference in azimuthal angle between

the particle and the subjet axis

log pT logarithm of the particle’s pT
log E logarithm of the particle’s Energy

q electric charge of the particle

isElectron if the particle is an electron

isMuon if the particle is a muon

isPhoton if the particle is a photon

isChargedHadron if the particle is a charged hadron

isNeutralHadron if the particle is a neutral hadron

TABLE I: Input features in GNN: the positions of points in
the graph (top) and the attributes of each particle (bottom).

at the generation level, except for pTt > 200 GeV. The
events were then passed through PYTHIA8 to simulate
parton shower and hadronization effects [66].

For event reconstruction, we begin by requiring all final
state particles to satisfy |η| < 3 and pT > 1 GeV. We then
cluster the hadronic activity with the Cambridge/Aachen
(CA) algorithm with R = 1.5 [67]. We require at least
one fatjet with pTJ > 250 GeV. For the jet substructure
analysis [68, 69], we begin by declustering the fatjet until
we obtain at least three subjets with msubjet < 30 GeV.
If there are more than three subjets, we consider the
hardest four. If a fourth jet is present but is softer than
the third one by a factor of three or more, we disregard
it. We then reconstruct the hadronic top quark by com-
bining the two hardest jets with the third and fourth,
if present, keeping the combination that yields a mass
closest to the top quark mass, mfatjet = [165, 190] GeV.
For each subjet, we record the (pT , η, ϕ, E, charge, PID)
of up to 40 constituents (shown in the bottom panel of
Table I).

All events are then processed through a “matching”
procedure, in which each jet is assigned to a parton. We
compute the ∆R distance between each jet and parton,
assigning each jet to the closest parton. If a parton can-
not be uniquely matched to a single jet, the event is dis-
carded.

For the DNN implementation, we input the four-
momenta as (pT , η, ϕ, E) of the b-jet, harder jet, and
softer jet in that order. Additionally, the helicity an-
gle in the top rest frame is included as an input feature,
resulting in a total of 13 input features. The binary label
given to each event indicates whether the harder jet cor-
responds to the down-type jet. The network architecture
consists of three hidden layers, each with 32 dimensions
with RELU activation function. The output layer is one-

EdgeConv Block 
k = 8, C = (32, 32, 32)

Coordinates Edge Features

EdgeConv Block 
k = 8, C = (64, 64, 64)

Global Average Pooling

Fully Connected 
128, ReLU, Dropout = 0.1

Fully Connected 
2

Softmax

EdgeConv Block 
k = 8, C = (32, 32, 32)

Coordinates Edge Features

EdgeConv Block 
k = 8, C = (64, 64, 64)

EdgeConv Block 
k = 8, C = (32, 32, 32)

Coordinates Edge Features

EdgeConv Block 
k = 8, C = (64, 64, 64)

Global Average PoolingGlobal Average Pooling

Additional Features

FIG. 1: The architecture of the modified version of Parti-
cleNet [70]. Three separate graphs, each representing a sub-
jet, are fed into three distinct blocks in the network. After
processing, the graphs are pooled, and concatenated, then
passed through linear layers before producing the final out-
put. In the diagram, k denotes the number of nearest neigh-
bors, and C represents the number of channels.

dimensional with a sigmoid activation function.
For the GNN implementation, we modified the Par-

ticleNet architecture described in Ref. [70], maintaining
the same Edge Convolution blocks. Unlike the original
design, which processes constituents from one jet at a
time to produce a label, our modified GNN takes in-
puts from the constituents of three jets as three separate
graphs. It performs three distinct graph convolutions and
combines the resulting information to produce a single
label. This modification is essential for our goal of iden-
tifying the down-flavor subjet within the hadronic top
quark fatjet. The coordinates of the subjet constituents
in the graph are then defined as the η and ϕ relative to
the top fatjet axis, and we include up to 40 constituents
for each subjet. The input features are summarized in
Table I. After the Edge Convolution blocks, each graph
is pooled and flattened in the same manner, then con-
catenated into a single linear input of total dimension of
192. The helicity angle is included as a supplementary
feature, by concatenating it with the linear layer follow-
ing the edge convolutions. The combined inputs are then
fed into a fully connected linear layer with 128 neurons
before the output layer. The network architecture is de-
picted in Fig. 1. The subjets’ input order and labeling
are consistent with the DNN case. Both networks are
optimized using the Adam optimizer.

IV. Results
We trained each machine learning model using unpolar-
ized data and then tested the trained models on polarized
samples as well as unpolarized samples. The machine
learning output scores of each model were interpreted as
the probability of the soft p(d → qsoft|cW , {O}) or hard
subjet p(d → qhard|cW , {O}) being the down-type jet. In
Fig. 2, we present the resulting receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curves. We observe that the GNN archi-
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FIG. 2: Performance for tagging a down-type subjet from
hadronic top quark decay with unpolarized test samples.

tecture, which further explores the jet substructure and
additional particle features presented in Table I, displays
significant improvements compared to the DNN, which
encodes only the kinematics for the three subjets. The
performance of the down-type jet classifier is summarized
with the area under the ROC curve (AUC). Remarkably,
the AUC value is boosted from approximately 0.59 to
0.73 when moving from the DNN to the GNN analysis.
By examining the intermediate curves and corresponding
AUCs, we can identify that the major sources of improve-
ment stem from jet substructure kinematics and PID in-
formation.

The results for the down-type jet discrimination can
be translated in terms of the spin analyzing power, us-
ing the corresponding vector length βopt = ⟨|q⃗opt|⟩, de-
fined in Eq. (3), as predicted by the network. Since the
top quark’s spin is either aligned or anti-aligned with its
propagation direction in our test samples, we calculated

the corresponding β
tL,R

opt values after the matching process
for both left and right-handed top quarks, as presented in
Table II. We observe that the GNN leads to a significant
improvement in the spin analyzing power compared to
the DNN baseline, which accounts only for kinematics.

These improvements can be further enhanced by in-
creasing the purity of our samples, imposing selections on
the neural network output scores. This is performed by
setting two thresholds on the output scores and keeping
only the events that have a score above the upper thresh-
old or below the lower threshold. As shown in Fig. 3 and
detailed in Table II, imposing an efficiency of 50% (20%)
can increase the spin analyzing power of the new artifi-

cial direction to β
tL,R

opt ≃ 0.75 (0.86). This result aligns
with our initial expectation that σ ∼ 1 in Eq. (16).

βtL
opt βtR

opt

DNNEff=100% 0.622 0.625

GNNEff=100% 0.678 0.685

GNNEff=50% 0.751 0.758

GNNEff=20% 0.863 0.869

TABLE II: Spin analyzing power for different methods and
efficiencies.

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

op
t

tR (GNN kin+charge+PID)
tL (GNN kin+charge+PID)
tR (DNN kin)
tL (DNN kin)

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Efficiency

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

GN
N

op
t

/
DN

N
op

t tL

tR

FIG. 3: Spin analyzing power βopt = ⟨|q⃗opt|⟩ for the left (blue
line) and right-handed (red line) polarized top quarks as a
function of the efficiency cuts for the GNN (solid) and DNN
(dashed) output scores. We also present the ratio between
the GNN and DNN results in the bottom panel.

V. Conclusion
The study of top quark polarization provides a unique

and powerful tool for precision physics and new physics
searches beyond the Standard Model. While the lep-
tonic top quark decay offers a clean proxy for top quark
polarization, it is statistically limited. In contrast, the
hadronic top quark decays, which dominate the branch-
ing ratios, present a challenging yet potentially rich tar-
get for polarization studies.

In this work, we explored the use of jet flavor dis-
crimination observables to enhance the sensitivity to top
quark polarization in hadronic decays. We developed a
down vs. up quark tagger to identify the down-type jet
from hadronic top quark decays, using Graph Neural Net-
works. The down-type jet is then used as a proxy for top
quark spin.3

The presented method shows that the spin analyzing
power for hadronic top quarks can be improved by ap-

3 Since half of the hadronic top decays to charm quarks, we can
further improve the up-type vs. down-type jet discrimination by
incorporating trajectory information from the tracking system in
the GNN analysis. We will leave these charm tagging improve-
ments for future studies.
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proximately 20% (40%) compared to the kinematic ap-
proach with an efficiency of 0.5 (0.2). These develop-
ments not only have the potential to boost the top quark
precision physics studies, but also augment the potential
of top quark phenomenology for exploring physics beyond
the Standard Model.
This study opens up various possible research opportu-

nities in connection to light-flavor jet tagging, measure-
ment of top quark properties, spin correlations, and the
exploration of entanglement and Bell’s inequalities with
top quark pairs.
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